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The Hon’ble Minister of Railways Shri Sadananda Gowda said that all
railwaymen need to be innovative and find solutions for all major issues
like efficiency, punctuality, cleanliness and services on the Indian
Railways. Addressing a conference of GMs, DRMs, Chiefs of Railway PUs
th
& Railway PSUs and senior railway officials at Delhi on 19 June, he
said that conventional thinking and the present style of functioning will not
help us achieve anything. Normally, the tendency is to come out with
replies and excuses for non-performance which will not be tolerated by the
Government. Expressing his concern regarding safety and security of
women and elderly passengers as well as poor passengers, amenities like
drinking water, waiting areas and rest rooms, Shri Gowda said that we all
have to make efforts to make Railways efficient and passenger-oriented.
The Railway Minister further said that though Indian Railways
carries the largest number of passengers and freight, we stand much behind
in efficiency, punctuality, cleanliness and services. He pointed out that the
Chinese Railways, as we know, is four times more efficient than ours both
in terms of number of passengers carried per employee and freight carried
per employee. Most Railways in the world run their trains on time but
Indian Railways is yet to improve its punctuality whereas they have time
schedule for every train. As each and every passenger wants cleanliness,
Indian Railways need to keep our trains and stations clean. As far as the
taste and quality of food is concerned, Indian Railways needs to understand
that the passengers have no choice but to eat what Railways provides. The
Minister pointed out that there are lots of complaints from the travelling
public which we keep receiving and therefore, we need to redress them and
make efforts so that the complaints are reduced or eliminated. The Minister
said that Railways will have to constantly endeavour to find solutions for
meeting the ever-increasing demands for the introduction of more trains
and new lines.
The Railway Minister further said that people want immediate and
visible changes in the performance of the Railways. Though the planning is
done for five years, there is a need to start producing results as soon as
possible. A new era has been heralded and - we all should pledge and work
towards building a strong and vibrant India as the new Government stands
for change and faster development. He reiterated that Government’s mantra
is either perform or perish and this is applicable from the last employee of
Railway up to the Railway Board. Shri Gowda emphasised the priorities of
the Government in brief, which include i) Safety and security; ii) Increase
average speed to 150/200kmph; iii) Introduction of bullet trains; iv)
Improve punctuality 100%; v) Cleanliness of trains & stations ; vi)
Satisfactory food quality & taste.; vii) Coverage - Carry minimum of 50%
of commuting public; viii) Competitiveness - to be 100% more
competitive than road sector; and Providing the nation with world class
railways.

Referring to the important role of General
Managers and Divisional Railway Managers, Shri Gowda
said - ‘I consider that you are the Minister, you are the
Chairman for the division or zone which you are heading.
You should feel that each of you is responsible for all the
good and bad of the institution. As a Minister, I know that
you may find it difficult to share certain issues or problems
with your senior officers for various reasons. You are at
liberty to communicate directly any issue to me or to my
colleague Shri Manoj Sinha, which would bring good
name to Railways and I will keep it confidential. You have
to express your views as to how to bring major reforms in
Railways. You should give suggestions which will bring
more transparency in administration of day-to-day affairs.
Your difficulties will be looked into and suggestions will
be considered, seriously’.
Shri Gowda called upon all railwaymen to work as
a team and asked them to come with ideas as to how we
should go forward. ‘If we all work as a team and remain
motivated, there is nothing which is impossible’.
The Minister of State for Railways Shri Manoj
Sinha called upon the railwaymen to work as a family and
work with full dedication to make the Indian Railways the
best Railways in the world. He said that Railway
administration will have to keep the customer at the centre
of all its activities and work to meet the aspirations of
railway users. There should be more efficiency in the
administrative machinery with fast movement of files and
their expeditious disposal. The Minister also pointed out
that Railways should also undertake massive
computerization and digitalization of its records, vast
inventories and other activities.
In his speech, CRB, Shri Arunendra Kumar, said that
there is a wind of change in the governance and we need
to gear up to improve our work culture. He pointed out
that it was a unique opportunity in the history of Railways
that the Railway Ministers are directly interacting with
the ground level officers who are at the cutting edge of
railway system with a view to improve delivery of
service. Referring to the meeting called by Prime
Minister, the Chairman said that it was desired by the
Prime Minister that the file should not only move but
should also yield time-bound results, common man’s
concerns should be addressed, responsiveness should be
improved and timely delivery of service should be
ensured. He said that the tasks like improved delegation
of powers and faster decision-making which do not
require any funds need to be implemented. He also
pointed out that certain issues like 7th CPC and
restructuring of cadres pertaining to railway employees,
too need to be looked into.
N.L.Beno Zephine, who is visually
impaired, has secured an all-India rank
of 343 in the Civil Sevices exams. She
got a few books Brailled, but much of
her preparation was done with the help
of her father and friends.
Her father Sri N.L.Luke Anthony Charles, Tech1/
CW/PER, read out the newspaper to her every morning.

Shri H.V.Ramakrishnamurthy, AWM/ELEC-I, has been
honoured with two "IRIEEN Medals for Excellence", one
for standing I-rank with Distinction (Best Officer) and the
other for Best Project of the Induction course-2 (201314). He has been conferred with these two gold medals
along with cash award of Rs.1000/- each, by
Member/Electrical, Railway Board on 7th June during
IRSEE (P) 2011 batch passing out ceremony at IRIEEN.

Person of the Month

T.C.Gnanasekar, Tech-2/10
Nov ’13: Shell

D.Muthukrishnan,
Tech-1/28- Nov ’13: Fur

K.Thirumoorthy, Tech-1/40
Dec ’13: Shell

Poorani Sainathan,
OS/CWE- Dec ’13: Fur

J.V.Joseph Chnadra Doss,
Sr Tech/22- Jan ’14: Shell

K.Hariharan, JE/30
Jan ’14: Fur

V.Karunanithi, Tech-1/11
Feb’14: Shell

Vasukannakumar, SSE/54
Feb’14: Fur

Food court at RRM was inaugurated on 13th June.

A music system was presented to Karuna school by the
family of GM/ICF on 12th June.

Vendor Development Meeting was held on 12th June.

OFFICIAL POSTINGS
Name S/Shri/ Smt
Previous
Present
T.Dilipkumar
SCR
PE/PL/S
R.Sivarajan
PE/PL/S
Leave
Sumit Kumar
S.R
AWM/M2/S
K.Sudalaimani
AWM/M2/S AWM/LHB
EMPLOYEES RETIRING on 31st JULY ’14
1 Rajendran .M
SrTech/Weld
14
2 Inbarasu.S
SSE
15
3 Gunasekaran .T
Tech-1/MGL
16
4 Sundararaj .A
SrTech/Weld
18
5 Vijayan .K
SrTech/Weld
21
6 Manivanan.B
SrTech/Serang
23
7 Sundara Rao .G
SrTech/FGL
26
8 Chinnadorai .R
SrTech/FGL
26
9 Prabalan.T
SSE
26
10 Gregory Anthony Peter. Tech-2/FGL
40
11 Subhan Babu .
Tech-1/MGL
29
12 Sriramulu .G
Tech-1/Mason
30
13 Gangadharan .S
Tech-1/FGL
30
14 Rajendrakumar .K
SrTech/Carp
30
15 Ramachandran .P
SrTech/FGL
30
16 Selvaraj .P C
Tech-1/MGL
33
17 Jagadeesan.N
SrTech/Paint
36
18 Lakshmanan.P
SrTech/GB
54
19 Ravi.K
Tech-1/Paint
54
20 Abdu Sammed.P T
SSE
80
21 Prabhakar.C
SSE
87
22 Shariff.
SrTech/MDM
Accts/F
We wish them A Happy & Peaceful Retired Life

CIRCULARS

World Environment Day was observed on 5th June by
undertaking pledge and tree plantation.
STAFF OUTFLOW – LAST MONTH

Sl
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Name S/Shri

Design

Mode

Surendrakumar Meena
Anjankumar Sahu
Sunilkumar Gupta
Shyamlal Meena
M.N.Damodar
Naresh Patil
Ramachandran.R
Purnabrata Behra

OS/Sores
SSE/D&D
SSE/21
Tech-1/22
Tech-3/22
Tech-3/14
Tech-1/71E
Tech-2/14

Deputation
Transfer
Transfer
Transfer
Transfer
Transfer
Med Unfit
Resigned

AC13: Children education allowance – Frequently asked
questions
AC14: State Railway Provident fund interest will be
8.75% during the year 14-15
AC15: Rates of night duty allowances revised wef
01.01.14
AC16: one representative each from AISC&STREA and
AIOBCREA to be included in the SBF committee
Sri R.Dharmaraj, Tech-1/40, is nominated as member of
SBF committee to represent AIOBCREA.
Rly Board has decided to fill 1/3rd vacancies of DR posts
of JrAA fro appendix-II IREM qualified accounts staff, if
available and eligible for promotion as on 19th June.
RBE64: For AEN selection topic on track machines has
been included in lieu of maintenance and working of
various track machines in paper-II.
RBE66: Revision of remuneration rates in para- medical
categories in Group-C on contract basis.
WE DEEPLY MOURN THE SUDDEN DEMISE
OF THE FOLLOWING EMPLOYEES

Sl
1
2
3
4
5
6

Name S/Shri
Vijayan.P.R
Mohanasundaram.S
Arulmani.V
Ravichandran.R
Kareem Khan.J
Dllibabu.P

Designation
Tech-1/13
Tech-1/30
Tech-1/36
Tech-3/14
Helper/25
Tech-2/Stores

ABOUT ICF - Part II

by Sri R.Srinivasan, APE/PR/F,

Ph:9003141449, rsrinivasanicf@gmail.com
QUALITY SYSTEM IN ICF
For the last two decades ICF is continuously adopting the
latest Quality system standards and got certification such
as ISO 9001-1994, and then ISO 9001 -2000 version and
currently with ISO 9001-2008 version.
ICF also got certification for Environmental
Management System –EMS -(ISO 14001- 2004 ) and
then Occupational Health and Safety Assessment series
OHSAS 18001:2007.
Now ICF is in the process of adopting Integrated
Management System (IMS) which is the integration of
all the above.
ICF Quality System has documents like
 Master list,
 Process module,
 Formats,
 Registers,
 Check lists,
 Work instructions,
 Files etc.
Master lists:
There are about 6 Master lists, each one containing
various List of Process modules, Formats, Registers,
Check lists, Work instructions, Files.
Process Module:
It contains the details regarding Interface of various
stake holders, Responsibility, Relevant Quality Record,
and MOP i.e Measure of Performance etc.
There are about seven Process Modules each for
 Shop manufacturing items, Sub & Major assemblies
 Purchased Items from Trade
 Corrective and Preventive action
 Inter shop Complaints
 Customer complaints Redressal
 Customer satisfaction measurement & customer
requirement analysis
 Process control of Outsourced process like Air brakes
etc.
Formats:
There are about 19 types Formats used such as Shell
clearance, Inspection Clearance, Final coach Clearance,
Pit reading, Firm inspection, Skill audit etc.
Registers:
There are about 26 Registers to keep entry regarding
IDN details, MOP, Customer complaints, Air leak test,
Water leak test, Radiographic test of Bolsters etc.
Files:
There are around 25 files for keeping documents such
as Design change proposals, Quality system deviation
in practice, Requisition for testing of materials,
Calibration, Guarantee certificates from firms etc.

Check lists:
There are about 74 check lists for each and every stage
inspection of assembly such as
 Check list for Bogie assembly
 Check list for Roof assembly
 Check list for Under frame assembly
 Check list for Air brake cum test certificate
 Check list for Final Inspection for AC/ Conventional
coaches
 Check list for Critical dimensions of Furnished coaches
 Check list for Flooring
 Check list for Sidewall, Endwall assembly
Work Instructions:
Work instructions give the detailed steps of carrying out
the Inspection.
 There are about 28 work instruction such as
 Each shop inspection,
 Control of IMTE(Inspection Measuring and Test
Equipments)
 Customer complaints wing (Redressal) analysis
 Inspection plan for purchased items
 Inspection plan for shop manufacturing items
 Inspection for process quality verification
 Issue of Rolling Stock Certificate
Rejection or Deviation report.
 Any item damaged before or during assembly will be
issued with the Rejection memo in format P17 with the
following reasons:
 A- worker’s fault
 B- Material defect
 C- Tooling & equipment defect
 D- Design fault
 E- Miscellaneous
QMS REPORTS
 QMS/F/001- Internal audit summary report (NCR)
 QMS/F/002-Inspection report
 QMS/F/003-Questionnaire
for
customer
needs
evaluation
 QMS/F/004-Design change proposal
 QMS/F/005-Document change proposal
 QMS/F/006-Internal audit summary report
 QMS/F/007-customer complaints (Defects: production
& Purchase)
 QMS/F/008-customer satisfaction measure (defects &
Rating)
 QMS/F/009- Customer requirement analysis- feedback
from workshop doing POH
 QMS/F/010-Missing item report
Inspection points of Coach Final Despatch at
Furnishing.
1. Lavatory Area.
a) Door dimensions to be checked.
b) Mouldings and screw without burs to be checked.
c) Water tap – loose fitting – operation – to be checked.
d) Clamping for pipes inside the Lav to be checked.
e) Flooring in Inlay fixing, Vynatile pasting to be checked.
f) Latches working condition – rough or loose.
g) Chute fixing and clamping.

2. Passenger area.
a) Vestibule door – operation with locking – check.
b) Vestibule plate – with lock and rubber pad – fixing
checkup.
c) Door opening and closing (including IC door)
d) Outside washbasin – measurements and fittings.
e) Mirror fixing by height and location.
f) Passengers comfort – cupboard – by measuring check
(side luggage rack).
g) Required instructions – stickers – notice.
3. Fitments check
a) Seat fixing or Berths and backrest – for free movement
and as per drawing – the pitch should be maintained.
b) Luggage racks and lower luggage racks fixing – height
–width (sunk in type or not). Bolts or screws – due to
injury preventions for passengers.
c) Fans, lights – fixing check. Switches location right or
not.
d) Windows operation for smoothness, soundless (during
operation) locking facilities.
e) Upper berth straps tightness or chains looseness.
f) Flooring air bubbles – to be removed and hot air
welding for fusion of joints together.
g) Single seat side – Bottom berths fitting – locking for
two seats (become lower berth)
h) Screens fitting.
i) Emergency windows in right locations and with
indications.
j) Emergency lights in light locations.
k) Bathroom occupation indicator – lights and night
lamps.
l) Berths and Seats numbering in order.
m) Roof ceiling and mouldings.
n) Cover plates for fittings, speaker box fittings.
o) Cubicle area door fixing and top, central and bottom
working condition and broken condition.
p) Destination boards, indicator, lamp fixing, alarm rope
position
q) Water leak test for water tank and roof area.
4. Painting
a) Color coding – correct color matching.
b) Lettering, numbering outside (for seats Rly nos (both
English and Hindi version)
c) Coach particulars in back side area and last vehicle
indication of yellow strip in ‘X’ type.
d) Clearance from concerned SSE in shop.
5. Brakes
a) Shoe- clearance check.
b) Pull rod – fittings – check.
c) Tachometer in any one axle.
d) Pipe infringements any place in bogie area.
e) Brake performance clearance from concerned SSE.
f) Alarm handles and its performance to be checked.
6. Pitline
a) Water tank leak test.
b) Side bearer oil checkups (wearing piece in brass)
c) CP Pin covers in bottom area.
d) Safety readings for Bogies.
e) Bogie clearance from concerned SSE in shop for any
Minus Item.

f) Air vent screws provided or not.
g) Buffers - properly fitment and tightness.
h) Hooks – pin stapled or not, collar riveted or not.
Rolling Stock Certificate (RSC)
RSC are issued for each and every coach manufactured
and dispatched.
It is prepared by SSE /Inspection /Shell and
SSE/Inspection /Fur and signed by SME/I/S , SME/I/F
and Dy CME/QC.
It gives the details regarding Sl.no, Type, Rly, Coach
no. Shell no., Fur no., Despatch date.
It also provides Rly Board Order no., Layout Drg no.,
Tare wt, Carrying Capacity, Bogie details, Painting
System, Thermal insulation, General provisions,
Coach data like Leading dimensions, Dimensional
check of Bogie frame, Coach clearance test report,
Passenger amenities list, list of approved
modifications/deviations, Items fitted on trial,
Important item suppliers details etc,
Certification of 100% check of safety items.
Customer Complaints Redressal:
Internal Quality issues are raised, discussed and solved
through a Monthly Quality meeting of all the
Concerned SSE & officers of Production and Inspection
Departments of both Shell and Fur divisions.
Annual Customer Interaction Meeting is organised with
all the Zonal Railway Representatives.
Quality Bulletin is published quarterly detailing the list
of complaints received and redressed.
‐ (to be continued)
SSLC TOP SCORERS FROM ICF FAMILY (Contd)

495 M,S*
Poovitha.M,
D/o.J.Mohan,
OS/TO/F

491 M,S*
Ragha.M.G,
D/o M.Muthuraj,
Tech-1/30

475 S*
Nithya Sri.T, D/o
Thangavelpandian
Tech1/FD

475 Sudev.M.S
S/o.B.Sathish
Kumar, SSE/85

475 M* Vignesh.R,
S/o. R.Santhi,
SrClerk/PCOF

474, A.Meena
D/o.A.Anbalagan
JrClerk, Stores/S

465, S* Pavithra.J,
D/o.P.Jaishankar,
Tech-1/80

464 S* Priya
dharshini.C D/o.
Late Chandrasekar,
Tech/40

9.4 J.Surya, S/o.
M.A.Jaishankar
SSE/Project

Carry
ing
PHYSIO PAGE
MOVE… TO REMOVE…!

Physio.Kumaravel.M
9003149269.physio.kumaravel@ymail.com

BACK EDUCATION
HOME WORK AND
BACKPAIN
DO’S &DON’TS FOR LOW BACK PAIN
This is the last chapter on low back pain, but not
the least one. It may be a primary portion in the
management of low back pain.
Follow the following things as much as possible to
prevent the low back pain as well as the progress of the
back disorders.
BODY MECHANICS
The term “Body Mechanics “refer to how you move and
hold your body. Developing good habits is one of the
most important things you can do to protect the back.
Some common things to avoid or at least do less are listed
below for good body mechanics.
Activity
Do’s
DONT’S

 Carry equal weight on
both sides.
 Cary objects close to
your body.
Drivin  Whether driving or
ing/
travelling,
maintain
Travel proper posture at all the
ling
times.

 Sit slightly reclined
with
your
shoulder
comfortably back on the
seat.
If necessary keep a
pillow to bottom/back
for proper posture while
driving. And adjust the
seat close enough for
easy reach to steering
wheel and maintain
natural back curve.
Wear a seat belt while
driving to avoid spinal
injury.
Have a health break
between long travel.
Walk around a little and
do short swift stretching
exercises.
 People with known
back pain had better
travel instead of driving
and choose front safe
seat for jerk-less travel
compared to back seat
which is on wheels.

&
Posture

Lifting

 Adopt correct lifting
technique.

 Squat to lift an object
(or) half kneel and pick the
object rather than bending
over.
 Keep your back straight
throughout and let your leg
carry the weight.
 Lift slowly and without
jerk.
 Hold the object close to
your body when lifting.
 Turn with your feet as
you lift.
Know your limitations.
To lower the object,
reverse the actions.

Don’t bend and
lift any object/
even
a
child.

Don’t bend at the
waist and lift
anything by using
spinal muscles.
Don’t lift too fast
or with jerk.
Don’t lift a heavy
object away from
the body.
Don’t twist the
trunk while lifting
load.
Don’t lift heavy
loads, bulky &
uneven
objects
which are more
than your limit.
Don’t bend your
back
while
lowering
the
object.

Two
Wheel
er

Don’t
carry
uneven weights.
Don’t carry the
objects away from
the trunk.
Don’t drive or
travel with improper
posture.

Don’t drive the car
without
back
support well on back
of the seat and hips
are lower than knees
with unnatural curve
(rounded back)
Never drive the
vehicle
without
wearing seat belt,
even while riding
pillion.
Don’t drive for long
hours,
have
an
interval in between
them.
Don’t drive the car
if you are having
back
disorders.
Particularly
long
distance.
Don’t reach for
anything in the back
seat of the car when
you are in the front
seat.

Use two wheeler only
for short distance.
Maintain good posture
while using two wheeler
even though for a shorter
distance.
Use vehicle which has
good shock absorber for
jerk-less travel.

Try to avoid two
wheeler and three
wheeler (Auto) for
long
travel
as
possible.
Don’t bend & ride
the vehicle; maintain
straight back.
Never ride rash,
rough and jerky.

PL
AYI
NG

Regular Play too is
good for the back and
fitness.
Before starting to play
warm up and stretching
programme is a must.
Exercise regularly for
proper back and prevent
injuries while playing.
 Better concentrate on
core
muscle
strengthening.

Don’t
be
an
occasional player. Be
physically fit to
prevent back injury
due
to
weak
unconditioned
muscles.
Don’t play without
warm up &prompt
stretching exercise.
People
with
known
back
disorder - without
Doctor’s
advice
don’t play that
requires
twisting,
jumping
and
bending. If necessary
get pre-play physio
counseling.

Do and Don’ts will continue..
Wait for further steps to move……

+2 TOP
SCORERS
FROM ICF
FAMILY(Contd)
1075 T.Pradeepa
D/o Thirumal
valavan.S, SE/IT

476 S.Surya S/o.
V.Sathiya Murthy
OS/Stores/S

Railway Board has decided that School Pass issued to
eligible son/daughter of Railway employees may be made
valid for Journey on Duronto Express Trains, subject to
Normal Duty Pass Quota. The condition of entitlement
shall be the same as on privilege pass of railway
employees. An endorsement “Valid for journey in the
entitled class of Duronto Express Trains”, shall be made
on the School Pass by the Pass issuing authority
: -E.Ramesh, SCM
For guidance on TOFEL/ GRE/ GMAT exams pl contact
Dudyala Saikiran S/o. Smt. Sai Prasanna OS/PB @
9663633211, 9566007172.

Birthday of Sri V.P.Singh, former Prime Minister, was
celebrated on 28th June at OBC Assn office. Principal/
TTC garlanded the bust of Sri V.P.Singh. In shell Sri
P.Balasundar, DyCME and in Fur Sri S.Seshadri, DyCEE
garlanded the photo of Sri V.P.Singh.
Last date for submission of applications:
Sr clerk through LDCE 16.07.14
Excadre JE/Tech – Telecommunication maintenance
wing 28.07.14
Experienced Civil & Electrical Engineers from IR for
CONCOR 15.07.14
Tr# 12623/12624 MAS- TVC-MAS Mail, 16527/16528
YPR-Kannur-YPR Express have been diverted via CBE
wef 1st July.
The current ‘Zonal Railway Public Timetable’ and
‘Trains at a Glance’, will remain valid up to 31.8.14.
From 24th July, Tr#15905 Vivek Exp will leave CAPE at
23.00 hrs on Thu and arrive at Dibrugarh on Mon at 07.15
hrs.
changes in dep/ arr time originating station/ destination

Train
No.
16616
12682
16614
56652
11027
56315
12511
22852
16021
22205

Dep

Day

Arr

Day

WEF

00.15
23.30
23.30
17.20
23.45
17.00
06.35
23.00
21.00
22.30

Daily
Fri
Thu
Daily
Daily
Daily
TriWkly
Sat
Daily
Mo, We

07.55
07.15
19.00
20.05
04.25
19.10
17.15
17.50
06.45
07.10

Daily
Sat
Sat
Daily
Daily
Daily
TriWkly
Mon
Daily
Tu, Th

14.07.14
04.07.14
03.07.14
01.07.14
01.07.14
01.07.14
05.07.14
19.07.14
13.07.14
14.07.14

ICF has received orders to build 7 more AC rakes for the
Kolkata Metro Railway. These will replace the seven
non-AC rakes that are nearly 25 years old.
Suvir Mirchandani, a 14-year-old Indian-origin boy, has
suggested the US govt that if Garamond font is used in all
its official documents, nearly $400 million can be saved
per year since it uses less ink than any other font.
The Prime Minister's Office has issued a directive
ordering that all the trains, platforms, toilets, waiting
areas and station yards need to look visibly clean. Shri R.
Mohan Raja, ADRM/MAS, inspected the premises of
Chennai Central railway station on 20th June and directed
the station officials to make all out efforts to improve
cleanliness.
Berth# S1/71 is earmarked for RPF/GRP on escort duty

Open Contracting –
From Transparency to Participation
by Sri G.Loganathan, Dy.CMM/ICF

Ph:9003141755, dycmmpsicf@gmail.com
Success Stories from Around the World
The importance of open contracting is gaining recognition
in Africa and around the world.
Helping to Navigate the Roads Sector in Zambia
Roads are the lifelines of a country. Roads provide for
everything from trade to children walking to school. In
Zambia, a country in southern Africa, there are major
challenges in the roads sector. Often, roads are not built
properly or maintained, and construction is too expensive,
especially given the final product. Poor road quality affects
the economy, along with all 14 million people in Zambia.
In the past four years the Government of Zambia has made
the road infrastructure a major area of its focus and has
invested heavily in improvements. This increased
investment has also brought with it concerns of poor
governance, and the fear of roads being built to nowhere,
contracts being awarded due to cronyism or just general
misappropriation of its funds.
Road contracts, the procurement process and monitoring of
these contracts can be very technical, deluged in paperwork
and hard to understand without specific training. To help
raise the capacity of both civil society and journalists for
more informed involvement and monitoring of the roads
sector in Zambia, the Road Development Agency (RDA)
and the World Bank have collaborated to create the Good
Governance in Roads Project (GGRP). The project was
funded by the Governance Partnership Facility, a multidonor trust fund.
The GGRP kicked-off with a week-long training, with 30
participants from the media and CSOs from across Zambia.
The training’s main objective was to improve the
participants’ understanding of the road sector and to
facilitate joint action between them and the RDA to improve
roads in Zambia.
During the training, participants learned the procurement
process, road contracts, the road sector setup, monitoring
and evaluation, responsible and investigative journalism.
The emphasis was to give participants a practical
understanding of governance challenges in the sector and
ways in which they could enhance accountability.
Together they identified what their key challenges are with
road governance and how they could address them.
Participants who had an interest in working on similar issues
or in the same region of Zambia began to develop joint
action plans including the development of a web portal with
road contracting information and feedback mechanisms for
citizens, a TV documentary series about roads issues and an
advocacy campaign for citizens.
Participants also decided to form a network to coordinate
their projects, share knowledge and engage in joint
advocacy. Participants from the training are now developing
their action plans into full proposals which will have a
chance to receive funding from the program. Selected
grantees will then take part in a mentorship program
throughout the one- year implementation of the project.

Rwanda’s Private Sector See Real Benefits
Rwanda’s District Local Governments of Rubavu, Kayonza,
Huye and Musanzi with the blessing of the Ministry of
Local Government allowed a contracts monitoring coalition
to monitor the implementation of contracts on infrastructure
development and water and sanitation projects. This
arrangement was enabled through a memorandum of
understanding between each of the four local governments
and the national coalition.
Under the coordination of Transparency International
Rwanda and with technical assistance of a consultant, the
coalition monitored implementation of contracts. The main
objective was to find out if public contracting was being
done in accordance with the law and to establish whether
contracts were delivering value for money. The coalition
from time to time provided useful feedback on how
performance of contracts could be improved.
All the four Local Governments reported positive feedback
on the usefulness of the work of the coalition in helping to
advance contract performance and in explaining content of
contracts to ordinary people. On their part private
contractors reported that they had experienced less issues
with clients in contracts where the coalition was monitoring
as compared to those where there was no third party
monitors in the same districts.
Encouraged by this feedback the national coalition is
planning to broaden its reach to enlist involvement of other
players as well as scale up its work to more districts and
sectors. This work clearly needs the necessary support and
encouragement.

Other Countries
Afghanistan
Integrity Watch Afghanistan (IWA) has three programmatic
pillars that work on improving integrity, accountability and
transparency in Afghanistan viz. Community Based
Monitoring on Reconstruction projects in order to promote
aid effectiveness and project adequacy and sustainability,
The Public Service Monitoring Pillar provides regular and
independent evaluation of selected public service procedures
based on their integrity, effectiveness and transparency and
The Extractive Industries Pillar to monitor revenue
transparency from the extractive sector through active
participation in the Extractive Industries Transparency
Initiative with community monitoring.
Democratic republic of Congo
Fondation Chirezi (FOCHI) in the Democratic Republic of
Congo, in partnership with Integrity Action, are engaging
300 community monitors in the volatile region of eastern
Congo to ensure effective delivery of key projects, such as
water pipes, water pumps and the proper construction of
health centers. FOCHI have experienced a positive change
in governance as a result of adopting a collaborative
approach when dealing with authorities and implementing
agencies.
‐ (to be continued)

Fresh recruitment of 17,000 Railway Protection Force
(RPF) personnel is expected over the next two to three
months, Sri Arunendra Kumar, Chairman, Railway
Board, said on 8th Jun. 10% of those recruited will be
women. Currently, the RPF has strength of 74,000.

Now the hot topic of ICF is the rapid Progress of LHB
shed. The rate at which it is progressing is beyond
comparison even with private firms. CPM visits daily
along with other officers, decisions are taken on the spot,
clear instructions are given, which is the main reason for
rapid progress without any delay.

NEW LHB SHED
by Sri R.Srinivasan, APE/PR/F,

Ph:9003141449, rsrinivasanicf@gmail.com
NEW LHB SHED
Introduction:
ICF, the premier Railway passenger coach
manufacturing unit in India, is serving the Indian
Railways and Nation by developing and manufacturing
various types of coaches.
Though it has a lot of feathers in its glorious cap, it had
the thirst of not being provided with the facility of
making new LHB design coaches.
During the year 2010-2011 Railway Budget,
“Modernaisation and expansion of ICF with new
manufacturing facility (Unit)” to increase the
manufacturing capacity from 1500 to 1700 coaches per
year was pronounced and later sanctioned the cost of
Rs.250 crores (approx)
The New Unit is located in a space of 42 acres of land
between ICF Furnishing Division, D&D building and
Anna Nagar.
The project plan execution is carried out through
COFMOW, RITES, & ICF.
FIAT is the acronym of FABRICA ITALINA DE
AUTOMOBIL TORINO.
LHB is the acronym of LINKE HOFMANN BUSCH.
Purpose:
The Indian Railways’ plan of completely switching
over to LHB design coaches has raised the demand for
LHB coaches.
Manufacturing LHB design coaches without affecting
the ICF design coach production within the existing
facility became impossible due to severe space
constraint in Shell division.
To enable ICF to manufacture 300 fully stainless steel
coaches of LHB design with FIAT bogies [200 coach
sets of bogies in- house production and the balance 100
coach sets from outsourcing] thus augmenting the
manufacturing capacity to 1700 coaches per annum.

Milestones:
The Project proposal was sanctioned on 14.09.2010.
The foundation stone was laid on 21.04.2012.
The first Bay was inaugurated on 10.01.2014.
The First in-house Fiat Bogie Frame was manufactured
on 15.03.2014.
The First in-house manufactured and assembled Fiat
Bogie was on 30.06.2014.
Layout details:
The New unit has three Bays each of width 20m and
length 350m which are the longest bays in ICF.
Dedicated store area of 5000 sq.m with crane facility
for handling heavy items.
Service building to accommodate office, custody store,
canteen etc has been constructed for 60m x 5m.
Separate road connectivity with ample width to
facilitate movement of long trailers.
Second and third bay are connected through a Transfer
Bay with transfer trolley for moving roof, under frame
etc.
Furnishing Traverser bay is being extended to facilitate
the movement of shells from LHB shed to Furnishing
for Painting and Interior furnishing. (Shell movement
from Shell division to Fur. division needs clearance
from Villivakkam station).
Other facilities like DG set shed, High Mast Light
tower etc are on the anvil.
Important Machines in 1st Bay
SL
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First in house bogie roll out on 30th June

Description
Plate
straightening
m/c
CNC
plasma
cutting

Make

Himalaya
machinery pvt
ltd
Pro-arc
welding
&
cutting
CNC
press Hindustan
brake 450T with Hydraulics
manipulator
(India )
CNC
edge Goratu
milling (Auto Maquinas
tool
changer Herrameinta
with 30 tools)
(Spain)
Shot
blasting Surface
plant
Preparation
Solution (India)
Static
bogie Hydropack
load
testing India Ltd
machine
Robotic weld Kuka systems
bogie
frame (India)
stage iii
3 axis CNC FPT industries,
Bolster
ITALY
machining
center *
5 axis CNC Toskurim
machining
(Czech)
center *

Capacity

Cost
in Cr

5-20mm thick, 3.66
2.5m
width
max
6-20mm thick 1.64
x 4m length x
2.5m width
450 T
3.23

450 T

6.76

0.88

50 T

0.54

1.85

9000
x 12.49
1500mm
8
table with 2
fixtures
12000
x 21.26
4000mm
9
table with 2
fixtures
10 EOT CRANE
UNIQUE
10 / 2 TON
SL8=Auto tool changer with 40 tools. SL9=ATC with 70 tools

1st BAY:
 This bay is called Fiat Bogie Manufacturing Bay as the
entire Bogie manufacturing activity is being carried out
in this bay.
 This has been given Shop no.19.
 Construction of this bay is fully over and it was
inaugurated on 10.01.2014.
 This bay is arranged in Product Layout as the raw
materials enter from one side and fully completed
Bogie is rolled out at the other end.
 Manufacturing capacity is 200 coach sets of bogie
frame and bolsters. [The balance 100 coach sets
planned to be outsourced]
 Assembling capacity of 300 coach sets of Bogies per
annum.

3rd BAY :
This Bay is dedicated for manufacturing Under frame
and Shell Assembly.
 This bay has Fixtures and Trestles for Under frame
assy.
Shearing machine, Belt sander, Bevel preparation
machine will be available.
A special Under frame turning device using EOT cranes
will be available to turn the Under frame.
Two Body shell assembly fixtures are planned.
Around 10 sets of Magnetic Skin tensioning systems
are available.

FEATURES OF FIAT BOGIES
1. AXLE GUIDANCE
2nd BAY:
This Bay is designated as Roof & Side wall Mfg Bay.
This is dedicated for 100% Roof & Side wall
requirement for 300 LHB coaches.
The Side wall spot welding fixture with RSWM
(Robotic Spot Welding Manipulator).
The Roof spot welding fixture with RSWM (Robotic
Spot Welding Manipulator).

Axle guidance is through axle control arm whose one
end is fixed to the bogie side frame, through silent bloc
bushes and the other end houses the double row taper
roller bearing. The housing for the roller bearing is in
two halves. The upper half is integral with axle control
arm over which the primary spring rests. The lower half
is a loose item which is bolted to the upper half.
2. PRIMARY SUSPENSION
Primary suspension consists of a single nest of helical
springs. The stiffness of the primary suspension is to be
arrived at considering both the stiffness of the helical
spring as well as the stiffness of the silent bloc of the
axle control arm.
3. SECONDARY SUSPENSION
Secondary suspension consists of a single nest of flexi
coil springs which has axial as well as lateral stiffness.
4. BOGIE FRAME

Important Machines:
Laser Cutting and Welding Machine – M/S BALLIU,
Belgium – 24.09 Cr (under commissioning).
500 T hydraulic Press (yet to be erected).
Robotic welding Manipulators for Side wall and Roof
assembly (yet to be erected)

The bogie frame is of ‘H’ type with the two box section
side frames connected by cross tubes inserted into
them. The side frame has a well to receive the
secondary suspension springs at the centre and the two
ends rest over the primary springs.
5. CROSS SECTION
This is a fabricated frame and is bolted to the brackets
welded on the cross tubes connecting the side frames.
The cross section serves as the longitudinal and lateral
stop. The lateral shock absorber is connected to it.

6. ANTI-ROLL BAR
This arrangement controls the rolling of the coach. The
anti-roll bar arrangement consists of a torsion bar fixed
between bearings attached to the bogie frame. Two
arms are rigidly fixed at the ends of the torsion bar and
these are in turn connected to the transfer beam
(Bolster) through links. When the coach rolls, the two
ends of the transfer beam are at different heights. The
two links move the arms in the opposite direction, thus
twisting the torsion bar. The torsion bar provides the
restoring force.
7. TRACTION CENTRE
This is a floating member (single casting) supported
only by the two traction links (Anchor links). The
centre pivot attached to the transfer beam passes
through this. The tractive and braking forces are
transmitted from the bogie to the body and vice versa
through the traction centre.
8. BRAKING
The braking is achieved through axle-mounted disc
brakes. There are two discs per axle.
9. DAMPING
a. Vertical damper for primary suspension, connected
between the side frame and the axle control arm.
b. Vertical damper for secondary suspension, connected
between the transfer beam and bogie side frame.
c. Lateral damper for secondary suspension, connected
between the cross section and the transfer beam.
d. Yaw damper is connected between the side frame and
coach body.
COMPARISON BETWEEN ICF AND FIAT BOGIES
SL FEATURE
ICF BOGIE
FIAT BOGIE
Axle box guides
Axle
1
welded to the bogie Axle control arms.
guidance
frame.
Double row self Double row taper
2
Bearing
aligning spherical roller
bearing
roller bearing
cartridge type
Helical
spring
with
shock
Primary
Helical spring with
absorber and silent
3
suspension
dash-pot
bloc
in
axle
control arm
Helical spring over Flexi-coil spring
spring
beam over bogie side
Secondary
supported by swing frame
with
4
suspension
links with vertical vertical and lateral
damper
dampers
Clasp type tread Axle mounted disc
5
Braking
brakes
brakes

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

ADDITIONAL FEATURES OF FIAT BOGIE
Lateral damper
Yaw damper
Anti-roll bar
Bogie rotation stops
Longitudinal stops

Assembling Process for Bogie Side Frame:
There are about five stages such as
1. The bottom plate (cut and bent to profile) and two sides
are kept on the fixture. Stiffeners are welded before top
plate is placed. Only tack welding is carried out.
2. Control arm and small brackets are welded with the
above assembly
3. Anti-roll bracket and other brackets are welded to side
frame
4. Robotic Welding.
The complete welding of side frame including spring
pot to be carried out by Robotic welding.
5. Manipulator for side frame welding.
Fabrication Process for Brake Beam:
There are about two stages such as
1. The assembly is carried out using a jig which has push
and center line marking for accurate location of
brackets like the bracket for mounting disc brake. The
brackets are tack welded on a seamless tube.
2. Complete welding of all brackets shall be carried on a
hollow seamless tube keeping the tube in vertical and
horizontal position, as per requirement.
Bogie Bolster Assembly Process
There are about four stages such as
1. Assemble spring dome, Lower web, bolster side web,
upper web, damper bracket and tack weld using jig
2. Full welding of above assembly using manipulator.
3. Assemble CPP , anti roll bracket, lateral damper bracket
and tack weld using fixture
4. Full weld the above assembly using manipulator
Process Flowchart for Bogie:
BOGIE FRAME & BOLSTER
• Profile cutting by CNC plasma cutting machine.
• Pressing profile by CNC Press brake
• Edge milling of components by SPM.
• Tack welding
• Fabrication by ROBOTIC welding machine.
• Machining the frame & bolster by CNC machining
center.
• Shot blasting of assemblies.
Wheel & Axle
Brake disc pressing by heating method.
Roller bearing by pressing.
Completed wheel set to be balanced for uniform mass
distribution.
Bogie Assembly sequence:
Anti roll bar assy.
Fitting of traction center on bogie frame.
Joining of cross section.
Assy. of brake caliper
 Assy. of secondary suspension
 Control arm assy., Lowering of primary suspension.
Connecting anti roll bar with center pivot pin.
Damper assy.
-Details about the machines in the next issue

